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President’s Column
By Ross Rossier

This issue is very special for me and a few others when it
comes to Plover. There’s a lot of history here and we’ve just
scratched the surface with this installment. Please read and enjoy!
It’s election time again at the GBWHS, and we ask all of you
to vote, either by using the ballot enclosed in this issue, or in person
at our Annual Meeting in Green Bay at 6 p.m. on Saturday, April
27, 2013. See the enclosed sheet for more information. Like previous years, it will be held immediately after the Titletown Train
Show. If you’re planning to attend the show, our meeting couldn’t
be more convenient; it will be at the Best Western right across
from the TTS Show at Shopko Hall. This is always a great show
with lots to see and buy, and a great opportunity to see old friends
and meet new ones. Please try to attend; you’ll be glad you did!
Our treasurer, Bob Wandel, has spent much of his spare time
lately revising our Bylaws, which they sorely needed. Please see
Bob’s article about this on page 15. We cannot thank him enough
for eliminating the inconsistencies in the old Bylaws. Bob has also
brought some much needed professionalism to the role of Treasurer, and we thank him for all the things he has done for this Society.
I would like to thank Mr. Doug McGee and his family for donating to our Society his late father’s and grandfather’s archives.
“Wow” is all I can say and we can not thank them enough for their
contributions. I first met Doug last year at our Board of Directors meeting and retirees’ picnic in Plover on June 2, 2012. Doug
is a very personable and outgoing gentleman and was willing to
talk anything GBW with us railfans and retirees and anyone else
who was interested. We can not thank Doug and his sister Pamela
enough for their generosity.
Continued on page 13

Contributions Wanted!
We are always looking for articles, photographs, or any other
information for publication in Green Bay and Western Lines.
Digital files are preferred, either by e-mail or disk, but all material is welcome and we will take it any way we can get it. Photographs should be scanned at least 3000 pixels wide, preferably
JPEG, TIFF or PSD formats, but we can work with most digital
formats. We can scan prints and slides and will return all materials promptly. If you have any questions, please contact the editor.
We are working on articles on these topics and we solicit anything
you might have on them. Thank you!
C430 no. 315
The 1965 Mississippi River flood
German POW trains to Sturgeon Bay

On the Cover

The Wayfreight arrives at Plover on August 7, 1993, just
three weeks before the end of the GBW. Bill Christopher
photo
Inset: the Plover depot circa 1936, site of an attempted murder a decade earlier; see page 10. E. Bruce Miller photo,
Mailer-Luedke collection, courtesy Mark Mathu

This aerial view shows the wye at Plover
in May 1990. The yard office is at lower
right, along the mainline east toward Green
Bay. At upper left the mainline heads west
to Wisconsin Rapids and East Winona; the
Stevens Point branch heads north at upper
right. Ross Rossier photo

GBW Operations in the Plover Area
By Ross Rossier ~ Assisted by Robert C. Welke
I grew up four blocks from the Green Bay and Western mainline in downtown Plover. My earliest railroad recollections from
the middle 1960s are visiting my Uncle Buck (Everett F. Russell),
a GBW agent, at the depot in Wisconsin Rapids, and watching all
the red and gray Alcos. I didn’t know exactly what they were; I
just knew they were big locomotives. They smoked like hell, and
they pulled trains like you wouldn’t believe.
In the late 1960s and early ‘70s I started watching trains in
earnest around Plover. By that time, the engines were starting to
be painted in the full red scheme, with the GBW block letters on
the sides of the hoods.
In those days, the wayfreight from Rapids usually got to Plover about noon or shortly thereafter. As I remember, it was gener-

ally powered by one of the RS2s, usually the 301, 302 or 304, although the RS3s were also in the mix. The 303 was kept in Green
Bay in those days due to thin wheels; once a wheel rim gets down
to a certain thickness it can no longer be used on the road, but it
can still be used in yard service. Always being frugal, the GBW
restricted the 303 to Norwood until the mid ‘70s, when the wheels
wore to the point that they had to be changed. After that, it became
a regular at the Rapids.
Once the wayfreight stopped at the depot, the crew would go
in and talk to one of the three operators: Eddie Carr, Marvin Wolfe,
or my old friend who has since passed away, Harry Nichols.
Once they took care of the paperwork, they’d hop back on
their train and start switching Plover yard. Or they’d go east to

Alcos on two roads! Soo Line RS1s were regular visitors to Plover in the early 1970s, as were GBW RS2s.
Ross Rossier photos
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Soo Line and GBW meet at the west wye switch
in Plover in October 1976. Stan Mailer photo,
Mailer-Luedke collection, courtesy Ross Rossier
deliver empties to Del Monte and pick up canned goods, deliver
lumber to Wolohan Lumber and flour to Bake-Rite Baking, and
pick up potatoes in season from Worzella and Sons, depending on
how busy those facilities were. The wayfreight would then return
to Plover, where the in-town industries included Okray’s Potatoes
by the north leg of the wye, and Foremost Foods on the west side
of town, which loaded out 2700-series cars with whey powder.
The wayfreight would then scoot up the Stevens Point branch
where they would work Neenah Papers and then Consolidated’s

Ross Rossier at Plover, circa 1973. Dennis O’Brien photo
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River Mill, also known as the Whiting Mill, where the GBW crosses the Soo Line industrial track that serves the mill. Farther up the
line was the Asphalt Product Company, which dealt with all kinds
of heavy oils, light oils, gasoline and other petroleum distillates.
Once in a great while they would work the Stevens Point Brewery,
which to this day still brews Point Special beer.
When the wayfreight reached the crossing of the Soo Line’s
mainline, they would have to wait for the signal before they could
cross. Once they got across, they might work Vetter’s Furniture or
Joernes Furniture Company, although both of these industries were
reached from the Soo main, so the Soo got most of this business.
However, the GBW main led directly to Consolidated’s Point Mill,
a good source of business.
There was also a feed mill and couple of other rail served industries north of the Point mill, but they seldom, if ever, got cars by
the late ‘70s. The track went almost a mile north of the mill along
the river, but we never saw a train cross U.S. Route 10, except for
the time Bob Welke saw them shove up and park to eat dinner.
There used to be a neat old coal facility up there, and once upon a
time Lullabye Furniture got lumber.
On the way back, the wayfreight would work again at Consolidated River Mill at Whiting, and Neenah Papers (later KimberlyClarke) before returning to Plover. The paper mills received kaolin
clay slurry, chlorine, coal, and pulp logs; the loads going out were
completed rolls of paper.
In the middle of this, the Soo always had a transfer train running to Plover seven days a week which would run ahead of the
GBW wayfreight coming back to Plover. They usually had one of
the RS1s, often the 2368 or the 351 through 353, which were the
normal yard power at Point at the time. After that the GP7s and
GP9s were common, as well as NW2 2108 and SW9 2112 which
were assigned to Point for years. Bob even shot an SD40 working
the job once.
The Soo always kept their caboose by the engine, and they
would shove their cars for the GB&W in on no. 1 track. Then
they would do a Dutch drop and throw the caboose in on what I’ve
always called the transfer track.
The Soo would pick up their cars, and one of the GBW agents
would drive down to the west end of Plover yard and transfer paperwork with the Soo conductor. The Soo would have its train

on the west leg of the
Plover wye, waiting
Business
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US 51
about the time the
GBW wayfreight was
US 10
coming back into Plo(now WI 66)
ver, usually between 4
Consoliand 6 in the afternoon.
dated
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The Soo often
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To
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Minneapolis
To Chicago
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& Duluth
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that way for most of a
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early morning and usually come back right
after no. 2 in the afterUS 51
noons. Later on, Bob
(now
worked on the WisconWhiting
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39)
Filtz who had fired that
Papers
job and had some neat
memories of running
over the GBW.
Getting back to
Plover, the wayfreight
was usually short
enough to hold on the
east leg of the wye. If
they got to Plover before no. 2, and they had
cars with them, they
would do their drops
GBW
To Green Bay
on no. 2 and 3 tracks,
Plover
and sometimes no. 1
County B
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WI 54
room, before getting
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Business
To Wisconsin Rapids
to come into town.
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At that time, no.
&
2 would usually cut its
WI
54
train over by the ForeMap by Bill Christopher
most Road crossing on
the west side of town,
and run up to the depot
with the engines and the cars that needed to be set out at Plover. a little in the middle ‘80s when there were Jobs A, B, and C.
The crew would go into the depot, talk with one of the agents,
The wayfreight also had work west of Plover. The Wisconget their orders, and jump back on the train. They would either sin River Co-Op received loads of fertilizer, and American Potato
do some switching, or sometimes just drop their setout and pick Company received loads of cooking oil and sometimes shipped out
up their cars, and then back up to couple on to their train. While processed spuds.
this was going on, the wayfreight was sitting on the east wye, or if
In the ‘70s, sometimes no. 1 would roll into town between 5
there wasn’t much traffic, on the no. 2 or 3 track. Operations con- and 7 p.m. Usually they would run up the east wye with their full
tinued this way into the 1980s, although things got turned around train. No. 2 would already have their air pumped up, waiting for
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no. 1 to get off the main. Once no. 1 was clear, no. 2 would whistle
off and head east for Green Bay. Most of the time, however, no. 1
and no. 2 would meet somewhere east of Plover, such as Manawa
or Black Creek.
In 1967, I remember when the former C&NW DL640s showed
up on trains 5 and 6 when they ran to Plover. (See “The Timetable
Says” at right.) The units had Green Bay Route heralds on their
cabs, and I thought to myself, “What the heck are these engines
doing on the GBW?” I never could figure it out until years later, of
course; former C&NW 903 and 902 became GBW 316 and 317,
respectively. But it was neat seeing those oddballs come this way.
They made their short work and headed back east to Green Bay.
They were always called DL640s on the GBW, never RS27s.
It wasn’t till the ‘90s that I ever heard the DL640s referred to as
RS27s, and this was by ex-Soo employees. These two units usually ran together because they had the standard 27-point MU system which wasn’t compatible with the GBW’s 17-point system.
That didn’t change until they were repainted in GBW colors in
1969. Then they were changed back when the GBW’s fleet was
converted to the standard 27-point system after the Hornell units
arrived in 1980.
In the 1980s and early ‘90s, the motive power assignments on
the Plover wayfreight changed quite a bit. The RS2s were gone
by the middle ‘70s, and the RS20s started showing up on the wayfreight on a regular basis. By the late ‘80s and early ‘90s, often the
wayfreight would catch a DL640 or any of the Centuries. The 309
became a regular on the wayfreight after 1990, and Erie Western
C420 207 even worked the job before Norwood rebuilt it as Little
Rock & Western 101. The wayfreight had grown bigger, and they
needed a heavy engine and more power to move the tonnage.
Along with my fellow railfans Bob Welke and Tom Worzalla,
we got to know the yard and road crews pretty well. It wasn’t before long we were offered rides, and some of my fondest memories
are riding trains throughout the Plover area.
Most afternoons, Bob would get off the school bus, race home,
get on his bike and head down to the tracks. He usually arrived
about the time the local came back down the branch and the Soo
transfer would come in, followed by no. 2’s arrival and a cab ride
with Mike Schultz or Win Pappe. As Bob says, those were the
days.
One of my favorite train riding experiences was when no. 2
came into Plover with a heavy train; sometimes they would have to
cut the train at Foremost and again at Highway 54. When they got
their train coupled up again, they’d often leave Plover with over
100 cars. In the early ‘70s, the road trains usually had two Centuries, 311 through the 315, or maybe a Century and a DL640. Often
they would need help going up Arnott hill six miles east of Plover,
and they would ask the wayfreight for help. These were golden
opportunities for me to ride the wayfreight, usually one the RS2s.
Usually we’d catch up to no. 2’s caboose somewhere out by
Del Monte or farther east; the grade started at Kennedy Avenue,
milepost 78.5. Sometimes the train would be stopped, we’d do
a light couple, and start shoving after they made radio contact.
Sometimes they were down to a crawl and we’d couple into them
on the fly. Usually we shoved the train to about milepost 73, a
couple miles east of Arnott; milepost 75 was the highest point on
the GBW. Bob recalls one night in a violent rain storm shoving
no. 2 up the hill with flames coming out the stack and the handrails
shaking so violently that they were just a blur. Once No. 2 made it
continued on page 13
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The Timetable Says . .
by Robert C. Welke

Timetable from the collection of Fred Hoeser

The Plover wayfreight had its roots in GBW trains 7 and
8. In GBW timetable No. 89, dated February 26, 1967, no. 8
was scheduled to leave Wisconsin Rapids at 12:01 p.m. and
arrive at Amherst Junction at 2:40 p.m. It would return as
train no. 7, with a scheduled departure from Amherst Junction
at 3:40 p.m. and arrival at the Rapids at 7:35 p.m.
The same timetable shows train no. 5 departing Norwood
Yard in Green Bay at 12:01 p.m. and arriving at Amherst
Junction at 3:15 p.m. It would return as train no. 6, departing
Amherst Junction at 3:25 p.m. and arriving back at Norwood
at 8:01 p.m. All of these trains were shown as daily except
Sunday.
Of course, the trains didn’t necessarily keep these schedules. These times were simply the earliest the trains could
depart under timetable authority.
The GBW kept three units at Rapids to cover trains 7 and
8 and the plan was to have the three rotate on the Plover local
and the Rapids switch jobs, but often crews would use the
same engines every day for various reasons. Perhaps the crew
found a unit that they liked, one that loaded well, rode well,
had good heaters and so on, and they would get the mechanical boys to give it to them all week.
In the next timetable – No. 90, December 7, 1969, which
is reproduced here – trains 5 and 6 were listed as daily except
Sunday, Norwood to Plover, which explains why we saw the
ex-CNW DL640s in town. Trains 7 and 8 were still daily

except Sunday, but cut back to Rapids to Plover.
In timetable No. 91 – April 2, 1972 – 7
and 8 were still running between Rapids and
Plover, but 5 and 6 were cut back to Norwood
to Manawa; all were still daily except Sunday.
In timetable No. 92 – November 28, 1976
– the Plover local had assumed train numbers
5 and 6, and the local west of Norwood was
abolished. The local work had dropped off to
the point that trains 1 and 2 could handle it. In
the late ‘70s, no. 1 would usually have work at
Seymour, Black Creek and Manawa, not much
in any place and seldom in other towns.
By this time the Plover local’s normal day
was Rapids to Plover and the branch to Stevens
Point, but they would go east if needed, like to
Wimme’s Pit to get ballast cars, although that
was the exception, not the rule.
In timetable no. 93 – September 28, 1980
– the Plover local was renumbered again.
Train no. 4 was scheduled to depart Coyne, the
east end of yard limits in the Rapids area, at
10:05 a.m., arriving at Plover at 10:30 a.m. It
returned as train no. 3, departing Plover at 4:45
p.m. and arriving at Coyne at 5:10 p.m.
Most of the time trains 1 and 2 took care
of the local work between Plover and Manawa. But there were times the local went to
Manawa, usually during the summer or fall,
probably because the road train was heavy and
the local had an easy day, so why stop the big
train. That was an everyday occurrence one
summer in the mid ‘70s, although I don’t know
why. Once I managed to hitch a ride over to
Manawa on the local and come back with Mike
Schultz on no. 1.
I have some train orders from the early
‘70s annulling the schedules for trains 5 and
6 or 7 and 8, which is fairly common in timetable and train order operation. Trains have a
set schedule in timetable operations; as an example, in timetable no. 91, train no. 7 is listed
as departing Plover for Rapids at 5:45 p.m. If
the crew had a short day and was ready to head
home at, say, 4:30, they couldn’t do it because
they’d be running ahead of schedule and would
have to sit until 5:45. By annulling the schedule, the train becomes an extra and doesn’t
have to abide by the published schedule.
The Kewaunee Division no longer had
scheduled trains in timetable no. 94, February
1, 1987. In the GBW’s last timetable – No. 95,
April 30, 1989 – all the schedules were abolished and all trains technically ran as extras,
even though numbers like 1 and 2 were used
informally.
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Train no. 2 works Plover under a gorgeous sunset in
October 1969. Although it was dwarfed by the larger
nearby communities of Wisconsin Rapids and Stevens
Point, a wealth of industries in the area made Plover
a critical junction on the Green Bay & Western. Stan
Mailer photo, Mailer-Luedke collection
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Attempted Murder at the Plover Depot
by Bill Christopher

The cursive scrawled across the newspaper clipping seems an
understatement: “February 24, 1926, one of the darkest moments
of my life.”
Everett F. Russell knew he wasn’t in for a pleasant evening
when he went down to the Plover depot, where he worked as a station agent for the GBW. But he didn’t know how bad it would be.
Russell, 30 years old on that fateful day, had hired out on
the GBW on January 5, 1915. He was married with two small
children, one still a baby. His wife, Babe, had discovered he was
having an affair with a married woman, Mrs. Albert Brown, and
had started divorce proceedings. The Russells reconciled after he
repented and told Mrs. Brown that their affair was over.
Mrs. Brown, however, had other ideas. A resident of nearby
Whiting, she drove with her husband down to the Plover depot,
ostensibly to retrieve some blankets she had loaned to Russell.
When they met Russell and his wife, Mrs. Brown shot Everett
Russell at least twice with a .22 caliber revolver. His wife witnessed the shooting.
Russell was rushed to St. Michael’s Hospital in Stevens Point,
where doctors operated to remove one bullet. Doctors judged that
another bullet was too close to the spine to remove. At first he was
listed in serious condition and not expected to live, but two days
later doctors were optimistic he would survive.
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The Plover depot circa 1936, where GBW agent Everett F.
Russell was shot a decade earlier as a result of a love triangle. This depot replaced the original, which burned on
January 17, 1923; it was retired in 1959. E. Bruce Miller
photo, Mailer-Luedke collection, courtesy Mark Mathu
Below, a photo from Russell’s collection shows Mikado 402
at an unknown location. Ross Rossier collection
Mrs. Brown, meanwhile, fled to the nearby home of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Walter Barnsdale. She drank carbolic acid and
died within an hour, leaving a suicide note. One newspaper article
gave her age as both 30 and 32 years old.
Fortunately for the Russells, he recovered and returned to
his career on the GBW. In addition to Plover, over the years he
worked at Wisconsin Rapids, Amherst Junction, Ogdensburg and
Manawa. In spite of his infidelity, the Russells honored the “till
death do you part” of their vows. Everett retired around 1965 and
passed away a few years later; family legend says he still carried
two bullets in his body. Babe followed him in death in the early
1970s.
As was so common on the GBW, the family ties ran deep.
Babe was the daughter of Fred Halliday, brother of Frank S. Halliday, who lived four miles west of Plover and hired out on the
Green Bay & Lake Pepin shortly after it
was built. He eventually rose to chief
engineer of the railroad and was responsible for surveying and locating the
KGB&W.
Babe (Halliday) Russell had two
sisters, Bess and Florence. Bess married
Emile Rossier and had a son, Earle, who
in turn had a son named Ross who would
become president of a historical society dedicated to the railroad his family
helped build and operate. Like his greatuncle, Ross Rossier spent a lot of time
along the GBW in Plover, but he never
took any bullets in the process.

Everett F. Russell (third from right) poses with other GBW
employees at the old Wisconsin Rapids depot on May 10,
1947. From left is Jim Dolau, car clerk; Earl Fox, clerk;
Seth Canning, cashier; P.H. Clark, first trick operator; R.A.
Vandrel, clerk; Sam Remley, clerk; C.H. Halvorson, roadmaster; R.M. Anunson, second trick operator; Russell; L.J.

Van Dreese, trainmaster; and C. Stutleen, roundhouse
foreman. Clarence Halvorson would eventually become
Vice President – Operations of the GBW. Like the Plover
depot, the old Wisconsin Rapids depot was retired in 1959;
it was replaced with a brick yard office that was torn down
in Canadian National days. Collection of Ross Rossier
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Essentially five miles of industrial trackage, the GBW’s
Stevens Point Branch was surprisingly photogenic. Above,
westbound Wisconsin Central train L017, bound for Ashland, Wisconsin, clatters across the GBW diamond at Ste-
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vens Point, as the Plover wayfreight waits to cross southbound on July 28, 1992. Below, the wayfreight rolls over
the frozen Plover River at Whiting on its way back to Plover
on February 27, 1993. Both photos, Andrew S. Nelson

Plover Operations
Continued from page 6

over the hill, the wayfreight would uncouple and run
back to Plover with just the engine.
Most of the Plover work would be done when
the wayfreight got back, but in season, there might
be extra work at Del Monte, which back then was
primarily beans, although they now process other
veggies. They’d also pick up the cars no. 2 had left
for Rapids, or the transfer work that the Soo had left
earlier, and then run back to Wisconsin Rapids. Five
miles west of Plover, where county F runs to south
off Highway 54, they would often work Okray’s Potatos (now Okray’s Family Farm), which received
fertilizer and seed potatoes. In later years, they
sometimes had work at McCain’s or Ore-Ida, both of
which shipped out potatoes, and Termicold, which
shipped frozen food; these facilities weren’t built
until the late ‘70s and early ‘80s.
Arnott Hill has always been favorite area of
One of the GBW’s many 4-4-0s calls on Plover with a passenger train
mine. I enjoyed hunting there when I was younger,
on an unknown date. No. 24 was built by Alco predecessor Dickson in
and bird watching. It’s beautiful land and you have
February 1897 and scrapped in April 1937. Note the spindly rail, innoto be there to appreciate it. After high school, durcent of tie plates. Mailer-Luedke collection
ing hunting season in the fall, I always had to get
trackside when I knew no. 2 was coming. I could hear it whistling pects of the 315 and of course, being a pup that I was at that age, I
for the crossings coming out of Plover. It was always a thrill to be was truly amazed. He was a good mentor and a good man to know.
Bob once rode to Manawa on the local and came back on no. 1
on top of Arnott Hill and see two, three, or sometimes four Alcos
working that hill. It’s a shame that line went from rails to trails. I with Mike. “He had me stand behind him while he explained train
wish you could have been around when no. 2 charged up that hill. handling to me,” Bob recalls, “and he did his best to talk me out of
going railroading.” Of course, it didn’t do any good, as Bob went
In my book, it put any other railroad to shame.
I want to thank all the Green Bay and Western people who on to work for the WC and the Wisconsin & Southern.
I’d also like to thank the other GBW guys that I knew when I
have always helped me throughout my career. First would be
Harry Nichols who always promoted my work, especially after was growing up in Plover: Harry Nichols, Eddie Carr, Marv Wolfe,
I started working for the WC. Harry was a good man; he always Roger Rickhoff, Bill Habeck and his brother Don, Julius Wachowtreated us fair and well, and he helped a lot of people become iak, Leroy Jadack, Win Pappe, Oliver “Scotty” Smith, Richard
Glawe, Keith Johnson, Jimmy Ford, Jim Tuxhorn, Tommy Manns,
professional railroaders.
Another mentor of mine, and a truly remarkable locomotive Bob Adamski, and I know there are others. These railroaders let
engineer, was Mike Schultz. I’ll never forget the first time I met me ride their trains and enjoy railroading, and today I respect a lot
him. I was 14 or 15 years old, it was a Sunday afternoon, and it of people who don’t even know it. I was a storekeeper for the WC
was just before the 315 got painted in the all-red scheme. I was for 13 years until the Canadian National laid me off permanently.
down by the tracks, as usual, and he hailed me up. “Come on up,” Without those people I would never have considered a railroad
he said, “into the cab.” He told me all about the operational as- career.

President’s Column

Continued from page 2
I want to thank Bill Christopher, Rob Schoneman and Mark
Mathu for updating our web site. These gentlemen have donated not only personal time but their own dollars as well to make
GBWHS information available to all. Please visit us at www.
GBWHS.com.
As most of you are well aware, Bowser has announced their
new C430 in HO will be available as GBW 315 in both the grey
band and solid red schemes, to be delivered sometime in late 2013.
The GBWHS has been working closely with Bowser, providing
photos and information; they are very interested in providing an
accurate model. I ordered mine a couple weeks ago at Galaxy
Hobbies in Plover. I’m sure all of our hobby shop partners – En-

ginehouse Services in Green Bay; South Side Trains in Milwaukee; Greenfield News and Hobbies in Greenfield, WI; and Al’s
Hobby Shop in Elmhurst, IL – can take care of anything you might
need to model the GBW, or any modeling interest, for that matter!
I only wish that some manufacturer would come out with a C415,
S6 and T6, correctly scaled on HO (hint, hint!).
Lastly, we are always looking for anything related to the GBW,
whether it’s newspaper articles, photos or anything else related to
the GBW. Remember you, the members, are always welcome to
submit anything GBW to the Society. Our editor, Bill Christopher,
is always looking for photos, articles, stories and any other GBW
information for publication in this magazine. Thanks very much!
Sincerely, Ross W. Rossier, GBWHS President
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Above, the Plover wayfreight waits in the yard
as No. 2 arrives in April
1976. RS2s were common power on the wayfreight at the time. Bill
Christopher photo
At right, caboose 116
brings up the end of
No. 2 as it charges up
Arnott Hill east of Plover
on November 2, 1980.
If No. 2 was heavy
enough, the wayfreight
would often give them
a shove past Milepost
75, the highest point on
the GBW. Ross Rossier
photo
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The Green Bay & Western
Steam Era Photo CD
Locomotive Photos from the
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GBWHS Board of Directors Adopts New Bylaws
By Bob Wandel, Treasurer and Board Member
on behalf of the GBWHS Board of Directors
As the GBWHS has matured over the last several years, the
Board of Directors discovered several weaknesses in our Bylaws.
At the direction of the Board, the author crafted new Bylaws for the
GBWHS, borrowing heavily from the bylaws of the Pennsylvania
Railroad Historical and Technical Society (which were drawn up
by an attorney). After much discussion and some modification by
the Board, the new Bylaws were approved and became effective on
February 7, 2013. You can read them by visiting www.GBWHS.
com and clicking on the Bylaws link, or you can ask any Officer or
Director on Page 2 for a copy.
Why the change? The former Bylaws did not adequately define membership and did not specify which members were entitled
to vote at the Annual Membership Meeting. They did not allow
the Society to discontinue members who failed to pay their dues.
They contained no provisions for removing members who commit
acts detrimental to the organization. They did not adequately deal
with filling vacancies on the Board or removing Directors from
the Board for acting in bad faith. The former Bylaws established
the positions of officers for the Society, but they did not provide
a mechanism for selecting and electing the officers. The powers
and duties of the President included many activities that should
have been the responsibility of other officers. The former Bylaws
failed to specify the timing and location of the Annual Membership Meeting. And they did not allow members to participate in
revising or amending the Bylaws.
The former Bylaws required every Board Member to serve
identical two-year terms. This is a significant problem because at
any election the Society could have a complete turnover of Board
Members, which would deprive the Society of the prior experience and knowledge from the outgoing Directors. This problem is
compounded by the three-term limit in the old Bylaws. If all the
Board members had been elected at the same Annual Membership
Meeting and all had served 6 years, then a complete board turnover
would be mandated.
The new Bylaws specifically state that members have the right
to vote at the Annual Business Meeting and any special Member-

ship Meetings. Members who are more than 90 days late with
their dues shall have their membership discontinued; they can reinstate it at any time by paying their dues. A process for expelling
members for bad conduct has been provided. The new Bylaws
require that the four principal officers (President, Vice President,
Secretary and Treasurer) also be Directors, and they more clearly
spell out these officers’ responsibilities. And the new Bylaws allow the membership to override the decisions of the Board in revising or amending the Bylaws.
The new Bylaws specify that the Annual Membership Meeting
will be held the last Saturday of every April in Wisconsin; the date
may be moved if circumstances require, but the meeting must take
place in Wisconsin. The new Bylaws create a staggered system
of electing and re-electing Directors, similar to the United States
Senate. The new Bylaws establish a nine-person Board of Directors with three-year terms. Three Director positions are open for
election each year at the Annual Membership Meeting. Another
three Director positions are up for election the following year, and
the last three positions on the third year. Directors may serve only
for three terms (nine years) before they must sit out a three-year
period; after that, they may again stand for election to the Board.
Since the new Bylaws take effect this year, you will be electing nine persons to the Board at our Membership Meeting in Green
Bay on Saturday, April 27, 2013 (details on enclosed sheet). Three
Directors will be elected to one-year terms that end at the Annual
Membership Meeting in 2014; three will be elected to two-year
terms ending in 2015; and three will be elected to three-year terms
ending in 2016. After that, all Directors will be elected to threeyear terms. Starting next year, only three Directors will be elected
to the Board each year, and any new Directors will have the benefit
of working with at least six experienced Directors who are not
standing for election. The Board of Directors may fill a vacancy
on the Board, but that seat will come up for election at the next Annual Membership Meeting to fill the remainder of that seat’s term.
We, the Board of Directors, hope this explains why we developed and approved new Bylaws for the GBWHS. If you have any
questions, please feel free to contact one of the Officers or Directors listed on page 2. Thank you.
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One of the most remarkable trains to run
through Plover was a Golden Arrow excursion
on July 13 and 14, 1984. Hauled by classic
EMD power, a rarity on the GBW, this train
ran from Green Bay to Wisconsin Rapids and
return both days. It featured the GBW’s former UP business car Trempealeau River and
three other domes. Verne Brummel photos; for
more, visit http://trainsite.8m.com/slides.html

The Green Bay & Western Historical Society
The goal of the Green Bay & Western Historical Society, Inc., is to preserve the history of the Green
Bay and Western Railroad and its affiliates. We are preserving historical documents and stories, photographs and artifacts. Our purpose is to make this information available to our members as well as the
public through our GBWHS magazine, GREEN BAY and WESTERN LINES. We are a 501c, non-profit,
Wisconsin corporation. Our magazine is in its fifth volume, we recently introduced our second special
run model to the market, are currently seeking a restoration project, and we are creating our historical
archives.
We invite your participation in many forms, from writing articles for our magazine, helping with the
archives and cataloging the preserved GBW items, to assisting in the restoration of preserved GBW equipment, and developing accurate models of GBW equipment. We encourage you to join and become part of
what we are building. For further information contact the officers listed on page 2.
Membership in the GBWHS is $25 per year and includes four issues of this magazine. To join, please
send check or money order payable to GBWHS to:
Green Bay & Western Historical Society
Bill Christopher, Editor & Membership
2739 Pine St.
Waukegan, IL 60087-3024
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